Open Platform License Agreement

The Open Platform License Agreement ("Agreement") is a binding legal contract between you ("You") and STMicroelectronics International N.V. ("ST"), a company incorporated under the laws of the Netherlands acting for the purpose of this Agreement through its Swiss branch 39, Chemin du Champ des Filles, 1228 Plan-les-Ouates, Geneva, Switzerland.

By using the enclosed reference designs, schematics, PC board layouts, and documentation, in hardcopy or CAD tool file format (collectively, the "Reference Material"), You are agreeing to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Do not use the Reference Material until You have read and agreed to this Agreement terms and conditions. The use of the Reference Material automatically implies the acceptance of the Agreement terms and conditions.

The complete Open Platform License Agreement can be found on www.st.com/opla.
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MX25L51245G (MACRONIX)
USB OTG HS PHY with micro A-B connector
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Reference: MB125
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Power Over Ethernet

NOTE: Place for additional ferrite beads

Matched Net Lengths (Tolerance = 100mil)
- Diff Par 1000ohm
- Diff Par 100ohm

Matched Net Lengths (Tolerance = 100mil)
- Diff Par 1000ohm
- Diff Par 100ohm

Date: 01/06/2020

Title: Power Over Ethernet SW
Project: ST43 766/17-53
Variant: 77904
Reference: MB1225
Sheet: 11 of 11
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NOTE: The AGND is a dedicated plan. The resistor 0 ohm must be very close to pin.
MIPI connector for DSI LCD and HDMI boards.

Title: MIPI connector for DSI LCD and HDMI boards.

Size: A4


Sheet: 12

Date: 07/06/2020

Revision: C-01

Project: STM 769-DISCO

File: MB1225

MB1166 I2C Address: 0101 0100

STM32F769I-DISCO

File: MIPI 200826 for DSI LCD and HDMI BOARD

Project: STM 769-DISCO

Variation: F769I

Revision: C-01

Reference: MB1225

Size: A4
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